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 388 CORRESPONDENCE
 respecting a map of Ceylon by this cartographer, of which a copy was included
 in some editions of the smaller Atlas of Mercator, where, how ever, the author is
 called "Cosmographus Hispanus." Another member (as may be supposed) of
 the same family-Domingos Sanchez-is mentioned as author of a map
 of Africa made at Lisbon in 1618; and still a third-Antonio Sanches-pro-
 duced a map of the same continent in 1623, now in the British Museum. This
 is not mentioned in the list Another family of map-makers-the Teixeras-
 was active in the seventeenth century, and mention might have been made of the
 map of Japan by "Ludoico Teisera," which enabled the Dutch and Flemish carto-
 graphers to give their first fairly correct representation of the Japanese islands.
 The author does not mention the atlas of Vaz Dourado preserved in the British
 Museum, nor does he refer to a fine map in the same collection by Bastiam
 Lopez, dated 1558. An anonymous map closely resembling this, and evidently
 of about the same date, is in the Society's collection, but is unfortunately not
 well preserved, though most of the inscriptions are legible. It also bears strong
 resemblances to the maps in the anonymous Portuguese atlas in the Bibhioteca
 Riccardiana at Florence, reproduced in Kretshmer's Atlas and assigned by
 him to about 540. This anonymous atlas deserved a mention in Captain de
 Vasconcellos' list.
 Honour to Mr. G. G. Chisholm.
 We have much pleasure in recording the award to Mr. G. G. Chisholm of
 the Charles F. Daly Gold Medal of the American Geographical Society, "for
 distinguished Geographical services."
 CORRESPONDENCE
 The Name Kajeteur.
 IN a paper recently contributed by Mrs. Clementi there is mention of the name
 Kaieteur and its supposed origin. Amongst several of the tribes of Guiana the
 word big is okai The Indians often slur the first vowel, and the listener might
 be misled to suppose that there was no vowel at the beginning of the word.
 Thus okai would be so pronounced as to make it seem that the word was merely
 kai. We find this in the name of one of the rivers-Okai-uni, which has
 come down to us as Kai-uni, Cuyuni. The word really means Big Water
 or Big Stream. Uni refers to running water.
 In the name of the fall a similar lapse has taken place. The word is really
 a compound of okai = Big and tz2 = Rock. (The u in tu should have a cir-
 cumflex over it and be pronounced something like the French ?) Some people
 are of opinion that there should be a final k. If there are Indians who pro-
 nounce a final k, they must speak a mere dialect, as many Makuchis and
 Akawathos known to me do not have such a usage. Their word for rock is t4,
 and it occurs in several place-names, such as Tl-ka.
 The famous fall is known to these Indians as Okai-tft, the Big Rock.
 This is the meaning of the name.
 The fall has been spoken of-not named-as "The Old Man's Fall" (not
 the Old Man's Rock) because of the incident mentioned by Mrs. Clementi.
 That incident was one of several. It was not uncommon for the Indians to
 hasten the end of their old folk, just as it is still the custom of the Nicobarese,
 in the Indian Ocean.
 WALTER G. WHITE.
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